
 

In this post I am going to be talking about a movie called Chinna Jameen. This movie is not available to the public in the United States, but it is in countries such as India.

As you can see from my title, this blog post will be all about Chinna Jameen and specifically, where to get it. Now some people might say that we should never break copyright law by downloading Chinna Jameen and while they would be correct, there are at least three (3) websites that allow their visitors to download new Indian movies like this one for free - BigCinema [www.bigcinema.in],
TamilRockers [tamilrockers. com], and TamilMV [www.tamilmv.net]. Now I have used TamilRockers for several years now and I have never had a problem with their "service" but it is your choice to download Chinna Jameen legally or not, you are the master of your computer, but once you do decide to download it, do so at one of these websites. It is illegal in the United States to do so, but if you
were in India, there would be nothing wrong with it - that's just my personal opinion. 

Here are the links to the three websites in question, I have used them all in the past with no problem.

www.bigcinema.in/static/index.html

www.shqitamfilmovideo.com/TamilMovies.aspx?type=tamil&id=71

www.nadigiri.com/free_tamil_movies_downloading..._downl...p?ID=1569&cat=0

Blessed be, Cheers! :) : )
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